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HALTON DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD 
Special Education Advisory Committee 
JWS – Large Boardroom 
Tuesday November 7, 2017, 7pm 
 

MINUTES 
 

Present:  Denise Nacev, Chair (Member-at-Large); Amy Collard (Trustee Alternate); Leah 
Reynolds (Trustee Representative); Dawn Spence (Association for Bright 
Children); Tammy Beattie (Learning Disabilities Association of Halton);  Melissa 
Dockeray (Easter Seals Ontario); Sophia Siddiqi (Halton Down Syndrome 
Association); Richelle Papin (Trustee Alternate); Diane Vandenbossche 
(Learning Disabilities Association of Halton); Sherry Foster (Association for 
Bright Children); Carla Marshall (Autism Ontario); Jason Bartlett (Member-at-
Large); Lisa Cameron (Autism Ontario) 

 
Staff: Mark Zonneveld (Superintendent); Jane Lewis (Principal of Special Education); 

Suzanne Pierce (SEAC Assistant);  
 

Trustees:   
 
Regrets: Lucille Morris (Member-at-Large); Kim Graves (Trustee Representative); Mike Brown 

(Halton Down Syndrome Association);   
Absent:   

1.0   Opening 
1.1. Welcome and Call to Order 

D.  Nacev called the meeting to order at 7:06 p.m.  
D. Nacev welcomed and introduced L. Cameron, new Alternate member for Autism 
Ontario. 
D. Nacev welcomed Director Miller to the meeting. 
  

1.2. Approval of Agenda 
#90-18 J. Bartlett/D. Vandenbossche 

Be it resolved that the Special Education Advisory Committee approve the 
agenda for November 7, 2017.  
  Carried Unanimously 

2.0 Call for Notices of Motion/Reports to the Board 
 None. 
 
3.0 Action 
3.1. Minutes of October 3, 2017 meeting 

#91-18 S. Siddiqi/M. Dockeray 
Be it resolved that the minutes for the meeting of the Special Education Advisory 
Committee for October 3, 2017 be approved.   

   Carried Unanimously 
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3.2. Crestron Training 
Kevin Raposo walked SEAC members through how to use the Crestron system. 
 
3.3. Improvements in IEPs and Development Processes 
J. Lewis presented on the improvements in IEPs and Development Processes (the slideshow 
presentation was shared with SEAC members by email prior to the meeting). 
J. Lewis explained that they are working with Teachers, Administrators, and SERTs on the IEP 
process. They have been seeing some inconsistencies, and hearing questions about parent 
involvement and understanding so met with School Programs, Student Services, and 
Administrators to develop this process to bring some alignment. School teams looked at their 
practices and set personal school goals, and provided feedback on understanding the 
importance for parents to understand the process, how to have the conversation with parents, 
and on making working as a team a priority. 
 
D. Vandenbossche thanked Jane for the presentation and would like to know what path or 
process she would recommend a parent follow if accommodations aren’t being used, when the 
child is identified and accommodations are listed for them? 
J. Lewis responded that they should have a conversation with teacher first and ask what do 
the accommodations look like in the classroom? The parent can ask for the SERT to be 
present as well. If the parent still doesn’t feel they are being heard, they could meet with 
principal as next step. 
D. Vandenbossche asked what if the answers aren’t satisfactory?  
J. Lewis stated that the proper process is going to the teacher, then principal, then 
superintendent. They could also ask for a spot on SRT and those conversations will hopefully 
lead to problem solving that will continue outside the meeting into classroom practice. 
A.Collard shared her appreciation of the way this has been developed and the way the parent 
and family have been intentionally included, it means a lot as they are part of the team.  
S. Siddiqi advised that she shared the presentation with her association and loves the growth 
mindset slide moving away from measureable goals.  
J. Lewis responded that AFAC and the Carolina Curriculum start with the baseline. The 
Ontario curriculum isn’t measured that way. 
S. Siddiqi would like to know is this shared with SERTs?  
J. Lewis responded that it is and there are alternative curriculum workshops. IPLs and IRTs 
work alongside staff developing those goals, and SERTs who are unsure could get in touch 
with their IPL. There is SERT programming coming up, and she will ask to have “who to call 
when” added to the agenda. 
J. Bartlett thanked Jane, and likes the direction this is heading in. He would like to know, with 
the removal of the quantitative goals, what replaces that, and what is the approach parents 
should take on getting an idea of how their student is doing, particularly if goals are fluid. 
J. Lewis responded that they are working with Student Services/IPLs to look at the learner 
profile beside the Ontario curriculum, and what are the specific expectations for the 
instructional goals for the student. For parents, they expect that schools are looking at how 
does the parent want communication, when to meet, and how to receive information. They 
don’t want the first information to be report card going home. They want to make sure that 
parents are part of the understanding.  
J. Bartlett asked will a communication path be reinforced with parents? 
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J. Lewis responded that they are revising the Working Together document and can put that 
there. 
 
D. Vandenbossche stated that the process of talking to the teacher, principal, then 
superintendent sounds good, but in reality often both parents work which can be a struggle if 
teachers don’t meet outside school hours. Also for divided families, one side may not need to 
meet while other side wants to. How do they navigate this? 
J. Lewis responded that she has seen schools adapt to that. Using the Google suite they can 
meet by video or by cell phone on speaker. 
M. Zonneveld added that teachers want that dialogue with parents and to make that work. He 
also stated that there is no language that says teachers can’t meet outside the school day. 
S. Siddiqi would like clarification on EA support on IEPs, she has heard from several families 
that some schools are hesitant about this. 
J. Lewis stated that they can spend some time on the human resources side to clarify that. 
S. Siddiqi responded that with the collaboration piece being so important, there are schools 
where parents don’t know how to be part of that process and schools don’t have anything to 
give parents to understand the process. 
J. Lewis informed that we do have material to give out, there are specific pamphlets on IEPs 
as well as the Working Together document. There are IEP meetings at schools and she can 
talk to schools about doing more of those. 
 

 
3.4. Revisions to Managing Violent and Aggressive Behaviour Administrative Procedure 
 
M. Zonneveld reported that this admin procedure went out to SEAC members by email to 
review last week. There have been quite a few changes so he won’t go through change by 
change but would like to talk through questions/ideas that members have from their read-
through, or members can email questions and he will respond. 
S. Foster asked M. Zonneveld to highlight some of the big changes. 
M. Zonneveld stated that they laid out travel assistance plan for students who need help on the 
bus to or from school. There was quite a bit of clarifying the role of all staff in participation of 
the development of the plan, participation in training, debriefing, and updating plan, as well as 
clarifying that is a team effort. There was clarification around communication and roles and 
responsibilities. There is also more clarity around debriefing and the purpose of it being 
reflective of what happened, why, and how to prevent incidents in the future. 
 
A. Collard would like to know is this linked within the Spec Ed plan? Was on the ground staff 
consulted in changes? 
M. Zonneveld responded that right now staff are doing updates in the Spec Ed plan and he will 
make a note to make sure it is. 
M. Zonneveld stated that yes, a Secondary VP, Elementary Principal, two IPLs, the Mental 
Health Lead, J. Lewis, M. Kew, himself and the Health and Safety department were all 
involved. 
A. Collard asked if a union rep, SERTs or EAs were involved? 
M. Zonneveld responded that the initial work was done, then they reached out to staff, 
including input from HDEAA. 
S.Siddiqi commented that the admin procedure says staff must be trained in BMS but not 
collaborative problem solving or restorative practices? 
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M. Zonneveld responded that BMS was not changed in admin procedure and the core team of 
staff that work with students has to have that training. Collaborative practices and restorative 
practices are not mandated but there are many staff members trained in almost all schools. 
M. Zonneveld stated that if members have other feedback or questions to please send them 
along. He is not sure when this will go to the board, and will have to see where it fits in the 
schedule but it will be in the coming months. 
  

 
3.5. Spec Ed Plan Review Process 
 
D. Nacev announced that she has received standards from several members. If members 
have more of them please send them to her and S. Pierce. She would like to put together a 
sub-committee to address these standards and is looking for who would like to be involved. 
A. Collard, D. Vandenbossche and M. Zonneveld volunteered.  
M. Zonneveld stated that he will ask other staff to provide support as well. 
D. Nacev reminded members that if there are topics they would like to discuss but aren’t 
updates on current practice, that is a different list, but please still send them in as they could 
become part of Big Topic. 
J. Bartlett would like to know when will we collectively decide what we will review? 
D. Nacev responded that it was supposed to be for this meeting. D. Spence brought forward 
Standards 5 and 7, and S. Siddiqi brought forward section 9. 
J. Bartlett would like to know how many times will they meet? He would like to be involved 
depending on the times. 
M. Zonneveld responded that they will communicate as a group when to meet. 
J. Bartlett responded that he would like to be involved. 
 

 
4.0 Questions from the Public 
 None. 
   
5.0 SEAC Discussion/Question Period 
 
A.Collard would like to remind SEAC that the LBP and MMR integration committee has started 
and there is still no SEAC member involved but one would really be welcomed. 
 
D. Vandenbossche would like to know when SEAC can have the data from the Oct 31 report 
that was submitted to the Ministry, specifically the number of students in each exceptionality, 
and number on not-identified IEPs. 
M. Zonneveld responded that the report just went to the Ministry so we have that data and can 
send it out.  
J. Bartlett would like a follow up on his question from the Sept 12 meeting’s T. Blackwell 
presentation. He had asked about continuity for OYAP, has that been answered by her? 
D. Nacev announced that T. Blackwell is coming to the next meeting and can answer 
questions. 
M. Zonneveld asked J. Bartlett to send an email with the wording of his question and he will 
get it to her. 
J. Bartlett will email the wording and would like to know if T. Blackwell is the right person to 
contact for the transition committee? 
D. Nacev responded that yes she is. 
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S. Siddiqi stated that she sent her questions by email prior to the meeting. 
D. Nacev advised that there was not enough time for M. Zonneveld to review and prepare 
answers to the in depth questions. 
S. Siddiqi responded that M. Zonneveld can email his responses to her. 
 
 
6.0 Communication to SEAC  

D. Nacev advised that she is following up on having students on SEAC. So far it seems 
that other boards don’t have student members but she is going to contact PAAC on 
SEAC to get more information. She will be researching further and will try to have more 
information for the December meeting. 
 
 

6.1. Superintendent’s Report  - Nov. 7, 2017 

1. Operational Plan Update – A slide show that was presented to the Board on 
October 18 was shared with SEAC.  One of the goals in the HDSB 2017-2020 Multi-Year 
Plan is to reduce the achievement gap by 25% between students with special education 
needs and those without special education needs.  The recently released 2017 EQAO 
results show that the gap is closing in several areas of achievement.  This is highlighted 
on slide #6 of the presentation. 

M. Zonneveld advised that some of the other goals are around raising achievement, 
whereas this is about gap closing between students without IEPs and students with IEPs. 
This is a gap closure from the previous year, but they are looking for this to sustain, so it 
is good news, cautiously. 
J. Bartlett commented that he assumes this applies to students on IEP but participating in 
Ontario curriculum? 
M. Zonneveld responded that only students in academic and applied programming 
participate in EQAO. 
J. Bartlett would like to know if there is an approximate number of students looking to 
move up to close the gap? 
M. Zonneveld advised that we have about 4500 students per grade on average, with 
about 16.5-17% students with an IEP, and can pull those numbers for him as not all are 
writing EQAO. 
J. Bartlett would like to know how is this going to be accomplished and how many 
students need to improve? 
M. Zonneveld responded that he can send the details in the board report, which shows 
each of the goals and actions occurring and is itemized. He will send that link and would 
be happy to answer further questions 

2.    Structured Learning Classes Pilot – A Student Referral document that was sent to 
schools was shared with SEAC.  The preparations for this pilot are going well and the 
classes will begin during the first week of January 2018.  The Research Dept is 
supporting this pilot in gathering baseline student data and then following the students 
during the pilot to help determine the effectiveness of this approach to meeting the needs 
of students with this specific autism profile. 
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3.    CPP Outdoor Learning Spaces – A report to the Board was shared with SEAC 
members.  Students in CPPs will have the opportunity to engage in learning and other 
activities in safe and engaging outdoor environments.  SEAC will have the opportunity to 
provide input on the design elements being considered for these learning spaces.  SEAC 
members are invited to provide any feedback before this report is voted on at the board 
meeting on November 15th. 

M. Zonneveld  advised that full day kindergarten spaces look different school to school. 
The funding provided to each school was about the same, but at some schools the 
principal allocated more, some schools had fundraisers, and some schools planned a 
phased approach to add to the plans over time. The intent is to make sure there are 
some commonalities amongst those, they can look quite different, but elements are 
there.  
M. Zonneveld stated that life skills students are also using the facilities that were 
designed for kindergarten students. This wasn’t anticipated when building them but has 
been a benefit for life skills students. When the students go to grade 9, this has been a 
need, so these funds will help create those spaces for them as well. The report has gone 
to trustees for next week so if there are questions, email them to him and he will answer. 

4.    Students Recognition – Congratulations to Taba Tahir, a student in the CPP at Craig 
Keilberger SS, who has been selected to receive the Yes I Can award from the Ontario 
Council for Exceptional Children. 

D. Vandenbossche was originally to present the award but gave her spot to Lynn Ziraldo 
for resenting to Taba Tahir.  
M. Zonneveld advised that the board has some video footage of her speaking, that could 
maybe be shared at some point. 
 

Revision - D. Vandenbossche gave her spot to Lynn Ziraldo for presenting the Yes I Can award 
to Taba Tahir, but did talk to her and that Taba shouted “Yes I Can” after receiving the award. 

 

5.    Staff Recognition – We are very proud of Jacqueline Davis, Amanda Gonsalves and 
Stephanie Wallace who were nominated for the Annual School Social Work Achievement 
Award by the Ontario Association of Social Workers. 

 
6.2 Association Reports 
 ABC – Sherry Foster 

o S. Foster commented that appendix K has been removed from the Spec Ed plan 
and is wondering where it went? 

o M. Zonneveld responded that they had the conversation about change in 
assessment late in the year. Staff worked on that late in the summer and into fall 
and to have the old processes would be inaccurate, so had said they would take 
that out. It had to be posted in July, so they didn’t have the new process to put in 
yet.  

o S. Foster stated that primary gifted hasn’t been changed but it isn’t there either. 
o M. Zonneveld will look into it and make sure it is there. 
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 LDAH – Diane Vandenbossche 
o Would like to let people know that they have re-initiated their lecture series. 

These will be once a month on Wednesday evenings 6:30-8:30pm, on various 
topics. Nov 15th’s will be on understanding IEPs and IEP processes, taking a look 
at the Halton Special Education system 

o Reminder that their conference is coming up in the spring (March) and online 
registration will be up in a week or so. 

 
 
6.3. Trustee Reports 
R. Papin reported that Margaret Wilson was selected to conduct the review of the 
Accommodation Process. She will be consulting with the accommodation review committees 
and those involved in the process. 
D. Nacev announced that there will be two public sessions on Nov 23rd and Nov 28th   
A. Collard stated that the Bateman community were unhappy that the original date selected 
didn’t work for them due to parent teacher interviews and would like to know where the second 
date has been posted to parents? 
D. Nacev responded that the additional public consultation notice went out today by letter, 
which she will forward to A. Collard. 
J. Bartlett informed that at those meetings if there’s something you want to speak to, you have 
to sign up that evening, so to get there early if you do want to speak. 
L. Reynolds announced the upcoming Aldershot open house for the innovative high school 
concept, on Monday Nov 13th from 5-7pm. Everyone is invited, as the programs will be Halton 
wide. Their committee would love more input if anyone can come out from SEAC or submit 
any concerns you might have. They are looking to be inclusive and accommodating. 
 
  
 
6.4. Committees and Other Reports 
 Special Education Review 
D. Nacev announced that there have been two steering committee meetings now with Elana 
and they have decided to focus on assessment identification and placement procedures for 
ASD, LD, and Giftedness. They had a large discussion around non-identified, but felt they 
couldn’t  do it justice at this point and are hoping to have a recommendation coming out of this 
process to look at that next year. They will be look at what’s working, and not working, with 
focus groups talking to staff, and parents of students identified, and will be meeting with the 
three associations to get their prospective. 
They are aiming for the report for February/March and are meeting regularly. 
 
S. Foster stated that she appreciates being included. She would like clarification since this was 
started to see if we are delivering the right set of services etc., could we do better, and could it 
cost less money, but if the report is coming in Feb, is this phase not going to address 
programs? 
D. Nacev responded that they are not going to have time for that, as there is just too much in 
the short time that we have. This is the part they’re going to do right now, and will hopefully 
look at that the next time. 
S. Foster would like to know do we think we’re going to have the budget to continue next year? 
D. Nacev responded that that’s going to be the recommendation, but she can’t answer that 
definitively at this time. 
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J. Bartlett expressed his disappointment to hear that it is being segmented and is concerned 
that this is compounding the problem we already have that not all students are being 
represented and it is out of phase from what SEAC set out to do.  
D. Nacev stated that she appreciates the feedback. There was a lot of discussion, and she 
doesn’t want anyone to think the direction was taken lightly. 
S. Siddiqi advised that she is disappointed to not be on the list, but is hopeful that this will be 
an on-going process and they will be included in future. 
S. Foster advised that she found in her meeting with Elana that a lot of it applied to other 
exceptionalities and other associations will hopefully find it applies.  
S. Foster asked if as the SEAC representative, could D. Nacev provide more communication 
and do more to make members able to contribute and feel part of the process? 
D. Nacev responded that yes she will communicate more. 
 
 PIC 
D. Spence advised that the conference took place and SEAC needs to look at having more 
volunteers to man table so everyone there can participate. J. Bartlett was at the SEAC table 
the whole time. 
J. Bartlett added that it was successful, and he had meaningful conversations with parents and 
it was nice to attend.  
 Accessibility Coordinating Committee 

o First meeting will be Thursday Nov 16th from 9-11am and they are still looking for 
a SEAC representative. 

 Equity & Inclusive Education Advisory Steering Committee 
o D. Vandenbossche stated that they have had a meeting since the last SEAC 

meeting, where she made a request that SEAC would like to see the ability lens 
addressed more than in past. 

o D. Vandenbossche has the list she said she would provide of associations, and 
will give it to S. Pierce to forward. 

 Protocol and Communications 
o D. Nacev advised that they did not get the pro-grant to do the information flyers. 

 
  
7.0 Next Agenda/Order Paper 
 
D. Nacev advised that Superintendent T. Blackwell is coming to give an update on the 

transition/PAR process and will answer questions from SEAC. 
S. Siddiqi thanked M. Zonneveld for sending out the Intramural/PE forms, and had asked for a 

line to be added for additional comments on Field Trip/Excursion forms. She would 
like to see that. 

M. Zonneveld responded that he will make a note to send the other to her. 
 

 
8.0 Adjournment 
8.1  Motion to Adjourn 

#92-18 S. Siddiqi/J. Bartlett 
           “THAT the meeting be adjourned.”        
                Carried Unanimously
             
      The meeting adjourned at 8:53 pm  


